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The new Wildlife XP 10x44 and 8x44 binoculars: See True Colours
Hours of waiting and observing are the discomforts a birdwatcher and nature observer has
to deal with. Our new Wildlife XP 10x44 and 8x44 binoculars prove that this can also be a
pleasure. Ease of handling and high performance are the attributes that describe best the
new members of the Wildlife XP series. Thus, they ensure successful observation in every
situation – at top class observation comfort.
The greatest advantage of the new binoculars is the newly developed Steiner Ul‐
tra‐High‐Definition optics that provides an exact detail resolution and optimised contrast by
using high‐quality glass combined with highest manufacturing precision. The Steiner Ul‐
tra‐HD optics offers true colours and a high‐class light transmission. The XL‐field of view de‐
livers a perfect overview of up to 130 meters. The 3‐D brilliance is reflected in impressive
sculptural images and allows a superb depth of field.
All the elements of the new Rapid‐Precision‐Focus‐System guarantee rapid focussing and
highest precision. Using the Steiner Precision‐Setting – with dual dioptre adjustment – a set‐
ting of both eyes separately ensures a customised setting and thus compensates for an even
better vision. The Steiner Fast‐Close‐Focus allows for a fast and convenient focusing as close
as 2 metres. The tested and proven Distance‐Control‐System guarantees a faster recognition
thanks to the pre‐setting of the distance.
The award‐ winning, user‐friendly design and the proven Comfort‐Balance‐System guarantee
most comfortable and pleasant handling. The Steiner ComfortGrip offers specially shaped
thumb rests that offer an extremely comfortable fit and are invaluable especially during
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long‐term observations. The patented Steiner Twist‐Up Eyecups easily adjust for optimal exit
pupil distance to ensure a full XL‐field of view– even for spectacle wearers.
The legendary Steiner ruggedness is manifested in the new Wildlife XP 10x44 and 8x44. The
highly impact‐resistant housing material and rugged construction make the Wildlife XP mod‐
els extremely shock resistant, versatile and light. The nitrogen pressure filling via the paten‐
ted 2‐way‐valve technology prevents the formation of condensation and internal fogging.
With a temperature tolerance from ‐40°C to +80°C you will always have clear sight for a reli‐
able use even in tropical or arctic climes. The binoculars are waterproof to up to 5 meters.
The proven thin and hydrophobic surface finishing – the so‐called Steiner Nano‐Protection® ‐
ensures that the lenses are protected from dirt or water. Even rain or snow disappear imme‐
diately from the field of vision and the lenses are very easy to clean – for a reliable clear
view.

The new Wildlife XP models will be obtainable at special retailers for € 1.699 for the 8x44
and € 1.749 for the 10x44 in October 2014. Included in the delivery is a soft carrying case, a
neoprene carrying strap, objective covers and a rain protection cap.
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